Charlotte’s got a lot.

Center City

Charlotte Restaurants & Attractions

NoDa

A former mill village, the area along North Davidson Street draws young artists and musicians to sites like Epic Studios and the Carolina Music Hall. A bicycle-throughway encourages visitors to choose from casual spots like CroCo Cafe Kitchen & Pub and Growler’s Pourhouse, or a Diva Magazine-approved spot, Ben’s, Celebrity America’s French Bakery delight with signature baked cinnamon rolls.

Don’t Miss: Hard Bakery

Approximately 5 minutes from the Charlotte Convention Center

Plaza-Midwood / Elizabeth

Amidst with a taste. A drive along The Plaza means passersby with cozy cottages and cozyme parks with nooks. Nearby, you can pick the night in a dinner or dine in an eclectic mix of music venues for any orientation. A baby on the move? Try the Midwood Smokehouse dinner on mouth-watering BBQ, while something classic’s homemade comfort classics never disappoint.

Don’t Miss: Kennedy’s

Approximately 8 minutes from the Charlotte Convention Center

South End

Just south of Center City and easily accessible by light rail, South End hums with happens. The area is home to dozens of restaurants, bars and pubs. The line never stops. From Cheese & Whiskey’s to the best chicken, local beers like Big Ben’s Pub or at one of the nearby pubs. For the Carolina Biznesses, my local barbecue at Mac’s Speed Shop where motorcycles and Mercedes mingle in the parking lot.

Don’t Miss: Sullivan’s Steakhouse, Salt & Byrons

Approximately 4 minutes from the Charlotte Convention Center

South Park

South Park is one of Charlotte’s largest business and residential neighborhoods. Upstairs turns the day’s freshest catch into delicious Pacific Rim cuisine, while Rooster’s Wood-Fired Kitchen puts a southern twist on Spanish, French and Italian dishes.

Don’t Miss: AZN Azian Cuisine, Del Frisco’s Double Eagle Steakhouse, Georges Brasserie, Harper’s Restaurant®, Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse®, Maggiano’s Italian Restaurant, Wolfgang Puck, Mellow Mushroom, Upstream

Approximately 10 minutes from the Charlotte Convention Center

Dilworth

Charlotte’s first trolley neighborhood and home of entrepreneur Edward Dilworth. Growth drives on Charlotte’s Classics, like the Dilworth Neighborhood Bar & Grill.

Don’t Miss: Lebowski’s Neighborhood Grill, Bad Daddy’s Burger Bar

Approximately 5 minutes from the Charlotte Convention Center

Midtown

Boasting the best skyline view in town, the Midtown area is filled with claim places. Enjoy any orientation. In the area’s southern end, Dilworth’s restaurants offer a variety of dining options, while Diva’s bar and restaurant offers a picture-perfect skyline view. The Little Sugar Creek Greenway invites after-dinner strolls or serious workouts.

Don’t Miss: Hickory Tavern®, Mama Ricotta’s, The Melting Pot

Approximately 2 minutes from the Charlotte Convention Center